A Page in a Book
Favorite Books from the Farm
Even though they may not have been raised around agriculture, almost every child
knows something about farming. Farmers (and farm inhabitants) appear throughout childhood with starring roles in songs, poems, stories and more. And that’s a positive thing.
Kids who know more about farming tend to make healthier food choices and often feel a
stronger custodial responsibility to the land. Whether produced in raised beds in the city,
or tilled rural fields, every person depends on the bounty produced by farms and the folks
who work them. The following children’s books explore this livelihood and its landscape
with enthusiasm, humor and updated information for the next generation of farmers!

Funny Farm

by Mark Teague (Scholastic)
When Edward steps off the train in his suit and tie for a visit at his relatives’ farm, it’s
clear to the reader that he may not be quite prepared for the real daily activity that characterizes farm life. Edward is quickly swept up in the chores that drive this working farm,
and his struggle just to keep up with the pace is custom-made for hilarious mishaps.
Teague’s comically expressive illustration style is the real belle of the barnyard in this
book. With broad cast of animal characters who dramatically enliven each vignette from
Edward’s day on the farm, Teague transforms this ‘fish out of water’ story into a visual
feast of fun…and farming!

Stanley the Farmer

by William Bee (Peachtree)
The multi-talented Stanley has taken up farming (with his friends Shamus and Woo) in
this bright new title from William Bee. With very simple text, clean bold lines and bright color
statements, Bee takes the reader through the entire cycle of wheat farming, from soil preparation and seeding to harvest and hauling. While the story is couched in the style of a very early
reader for the pre-school set, it subtly introduces real tasks and tools that are vital in the real
world of farming. Hoppers, combines, balers (and the very real power of manure) are all included in this deceptively enlightening book. Stanley the Farmer is sure to find fertile ground
in the imaginations of every young reader!

E-I-E-I-O: How Old MacDonald Got His Farm

by Judy Sierra, Illustrated by Matthew Myers (Candlewick)
Old MacDonald’s neighborhood is full of manicured lawns, but he’s getting tired of mowing his grass. He believes that there must be a better use for his backyard greenspace and
begins the task of transforming his grassy acre. But when he churns up the dirt and imports
worms, his suburban neighbors begin to protest his project. While Mac learns through trial
and error how to grow and raise food, his watchful neighborhood critics slowly begin to see
the rewards of his work. The rhyming text echoes the children’s song about Old MacDonald,
but the storyline is fresh off the farm! With urban farming enjoying a renaissance and chicken
coops and beehives returning to suburban backyards, this title is a delicious introduction for
kids to the rewards of producing your own food.

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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Kids Up Their Game
with Sports Toys

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

There’s no denying that sports can be an important
part of kids’ physical and social development. Building
strength, honing coordination, memorizing rules and
learning about sportsmanship are all fantastic benefits
that come along with sports training of every kind.
Whether it’s a team sport or a solo passion, all forms of
athletics are a winning pursuit for kids. Practice makes
perfect with the following sports toys that will help kids
up their game on the field and off!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Mini Golf Set

Kickback Soccer

An ideal introduction to the
ancient sport of golf, Plan Toys Mini
Golf Set gets the younger set onto
the living room links or backyard
back nine in style. Including two
wooden clubs and two wooden balls
manufactured from preservative-free
rubber wood, it’s the safest golf set
for the youngest players. With three
small tracks and a flagged hole to
aim for, everything an aspiring golfer needs to learn the basics
of the sport is here. Because golf helps to hone kids’ motor
control, hand-eye coordination and concentration, it’s always a
winning game. Portable, and perfect for one player or two, the
Plan Mini Golf Set brings fun to whatever fairways kids find!

(Step 2)

(Plan Toys)

Goal and Pitchback
Offering multiple types
of sports training at once, the
Kickback Soccer Goal and
Pitchback is a great backyard
resource for a variety of play
and practice. Ready to receive
constant soccer goal practice shots, this sturdily crafted goal
doubles as a pitchback on the reverse for pitching and catching practice. The set also includes two hockey sticks and a street
hockey puck for kids who like to change up the game! The soccer
ball that comes with the goal is small and best for little players.
Older kids may prefer to use their regular size ball for shooting and
pitching. Perfect for practice AND play, the Kickback Soccer Goal
and Ptichback is a great multi-sport option for any athletic kid.

Go Pro Youth Football
Goal Post

Lazer Pitch Baseball
(Diggin)

Getting the best of solo batting time,
the battery-operated Lazer Pitch Baseball
allows players to control the speed, angle
and style of automated pitches coming
their way. With the simple push of a button
on the radio control 26 inch bat, hitters
can activate the pitch when they’re ready
(and a red light confirms that the ball is
on the way!) The pitching angle can also
be adjusted for fast balls, softball lobs and 90-degree pop-ups
for beginners. An eight-second automatic pitching mode is also
ideal for swatters who like to use their own bat for practice. With
five balls included, individual baseball practice hits new heights
with Lazer Pitch Baseball!

(Franklin Sports)

Ready for individual kicking
practice or backyard gridiron play,
the Go Pro Football Goal Post is a
football favorite with kids. Easy to
assemble, the PVC pipe structure is
anchored with a water-fill base and
adjusts up to a height of six feet.
Best for kids age four to ten, this set also includes an 8-inch mini
football (with inflation needle) and a kicking tee. Young players
and kickers may want to level up to a larger football as they improve their strength and their aim between the uprights. Kick start
your child’s youth football practice and play with a clear target in
the end zone, the Go Pro Youth Football Goal Post.

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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